MALLORCA
ALGAIDA

Because of its central position, Algaida is the perfect
starting point for different activities:
– cycling and hiking in the surroundings
– golf (Golf Son Antem)
– sunbathing and swimming at the nearby beaches
"Es Trenc" and "Cala Pi"
– exploring the island by car

Algaida is a typical rural Majorcan village in the fertile
centre plain the "Pla de Mallorca", near the hills of Randa,
20km east of Palma. In the small village (approx. 3.200
inhabitants) surrounded by hills, fields, almond tree
plantations and pine woods, you will find several old mill
towers and a gothic church dated from the 14th/ 15th
century.
Around the market square there are bars and shops
and every Friday morning the local farmers offer their
fruits and vegetables.

HOTEL INTERIOR

RAÏMS-SPECIAL
At certain times in spring and autumn, we offer guided
gourmet walking weeks. This individual programme with
small groups is for all hiking friends, who like to enjoy
the visual and culinary offerings of our island.

MANACOR
PALMA

FINCA RAÏMS
THOMAS & JUTTA PHILIPPS
CARRER RIBERA 24
E-07210 Algaida
MALLORCA/BALEARES
TEL (0034) 971-66 51 57
FAX (0034) 971-66 57 99
www.finca-raims.com
info@finca-raims.com

ALGAIDA

„LA CASA“

M A LV A S I A

A PA R T M E N T S
In Finca Raïms you have the opportunity to enjoy
the special combination of individual finca life and
kindly hotel service in a quiet and relaxing atmosphere, only a few minutes away the village square
with bars, restaurants and little shops. You will
spend a special holiday with us, feeling more than
a member of our family, than just like a guest.

M O S C AT E L L

Our apartments bear the name of different vines
to reflect the long wine growing tradition, cultivated
by Finca Raïms. Every apartment has its own style
and all are comfortably equipped with:
–
–
–
–
–

We welcome you to Raïms, a little oasis in the centre of
the village of Algaida, a manor house dating from the
18th century, well known for its long wine-making
tradition. Actually it has one of the oldest wine-cellars of
Majorca. In 1999 Raïms was converted very tasteful into
a charming hotel.

heating
SAT-TV and hifi
Bathroom with hairdryer and bathrobe
Bedroom with air condition
own porch

MANTO NEGRO

Enter into the atmosphere of a typical Majorcan manor
house, centuries old, with its main entrance with two
large, impressing arches and its traditional cobble stoned
floors. Also the small family chapel in the lounge is a
witness to Majorcan country house tradition. Many little
details reflect the life of a period passed by long ago.
The big charming garden with its huge palm trees invites
you to linger on one of the shady terraces beside the pool
or on a bench near the pond filled with water lilies.

MERLOT

In summer the rich buffet breakfast with local products
and fruits is served on the terrace of the manor house
underneath the palm trees and in winter inside the
comfortable dining room beside the fire place.
At the pool you will find drinks and ice cream to serve
yourself. In the bodega, a selection of the best Majorcan
wines is provided for you. Several nights of the week, we
offer a Mediterranean menu.

GARNACHA

Apart from this offer, you will have the choice between
several Majorcan restaurants here in Algaida. Actually,
during the last two decades, the village has turned into
the gastronomical centre of the island.

